
Friday 18th November 2022 

Important Dates 

25.11.22 INSET Day No School 

29.11.22 Reception Pantomime Trip 

30.11.22 Dentist visiting Infant School 

7.12.22 Infant Concerts 

08.12.22 Infant Concerts 

09.12.22 Year 2 Pantomime trip 

13.12.22 Christmas Lunch & Christmas Jumper Day 

Right start : Bright Future 

Message from the Headteacher 

Thank you for supporting Children in Need today. The new PTA have been very busy      

arranging the cake sales after school and we thank them for all their help with this today. 

Pudsey has been spotted walking around the school and the children are always happy to 

see him. The winner of the Pudsey cake donated by our local café Mimi’s was Samanvi from Emerald 

class. I hope you enjoy sharing that lovely cake this weekend. Many thanks to our local businesses - 

Mimi’s, Cake Box and Stary Mlyn/The Polish Baker for their donations! 

Please can we make sure all children have warm and waterproof coats now for the winter. They can 

bring boots to change into at playtime if they want to keep their feet dry all day. 

More children were awarded their Doodle Streak certificates in assembly this week, we are very       

impressed with the number of children working on the mathematics and English platforms every day. 

Keep it up.  

Please apply for free school meals on the Hounslow Council website and ensure you receive your 

vouchers for the holiday period. The vouchers are £15 per pupil per week if you are registered.  

  

 

Skye Cam  



Nursery Weekly News      Friday 18th November 2022 

What have we been up to this week? 

Nursery this week has been full of talk about being kind and what makes a good friend.  On 

Monday, the children enjoyed coming in wearing odd socks and we had a good discussion 

about what makes a good friend.  The children enjoyed making friendship soup and we have 

been spotting good friendship behaviour throughout the week. 

Our new sound of the week has been ‘I’ for igloo, ink and insect.  Please help your child to 

look for this sound in books, shop signs as well as for objects beginning with this sound 

around your house.  It’s a tricky one!! 

The children have enjoyed talking about Pudsey and making their own spotty versions for   

Children in need.  Thank you for all the donations  for the cake sale. 

The children have been very excited when choosing their books to take home and share with 

you.  There has been some lovely discussion about the pictures and lots of great book          

behaviour being displayed. 

  

 

Merits this week 

 

Yasin for doing some great counting, whilst playing with the cars outside.  

Emilly and Maia for playing together nicely and forming a nice friendship. 

Asrah for super reading and talking about a book with confidence. 

Anusuya for following the classroom routines. 

Shivjot for super writing on the white board. 

Lucas for a much more settled week and some great conversation with the 
adults. 

Musa for being so brave this week. 

Ayaan for great communication when asking for some milk. 

 

 



  

 

Photos from our week 



Reception Weekly News      Friday 18th November 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week in Reception we had a new  focus story ‘Mr Gumpy’s Outing’ by John Burningham. 
We have been talking about all of the characters and using phrases from the story.  

 

In Phonics, we have been learning the sounds ‘h’ and ‘b’ and how to segment words using 
‘sound talk’ to spell CVC words.  We have also used Monster Phonics to help us learn the high 

frequency word ‘up, mum, dad, put, has, had, him, his, oh’.        

 

In Maths we have been learning to understand and use positional language, such as ‘above, 
behind, beside, in, on, under.’                               

  

 

Merits 
 

Oak Class 

Alyaan for  making excellent progress all around and developing good listening skills. 

Taran for always contributing ideas and putting his hand up to  share information. 

Shanaya for making excellent choices this week and being a kind friend to all her peers. 

Bashir for always bringing a bright smile to the classroom. 

 

Elm Class 

Zayaan for using new vocabulary when talking about the story- Mr Gumpy’s Outing. 

Anum for doing a super job describing circles and triangles. 

Emily for working hard and recognising lots of letter sounds. 

Zahra for very good focus during carpet time. 

Birch Class  

David for participating so well during our whole class maths sessions.  

Laya for working so hard at blending for reading at home and making super progress! 

Misha for participating in so many indoor and outdoor activities as well as being kind to 
others. 

Nolan for blending new words and trying hard to learn new sounds and tricky words. 

 



  

 

Photos from our week 



Year 1 Weekly News      Friday 11th November 2022 

What have we been up to this week? 
This week is Anti-bullying Week! We wore odd socks on Monday, listened to a 

message from ‘Andy and the Odd Socks’ on CBeebies and found out about how to 
say no to any bullying. In English we have been learning and writing facts about 
Florence Nightingale.  In Maths we started our shape topic and found out about 

2D shapes.  

In art this week we have been focusing on drawing our facial features. 

  

 

Merits 

Beech Class 

Samvir for his excellent facial features drawing in art and really focusing on the details. Keep it up! 

Anaaya for her excellent work in naming and identifying different shapes.  

Ayaan and Jessica for their excellent knowledge of Florence Nightingale. Well done! 

Zainab for her excellent listening skills this week and trying hard in all subjects. Keep it up! 

Tillie for her excellent phonics this week. Keep it up! 

Maple Class 

Yashvi and Isra—for working incredibly hard at the maths table, naming and describing shapes. 

Adora—for working well with others, communicating well and being a good friend.  

Gaurang—for fabulous written work in his English book. 

Sanjana and Sofia—for persevering during our PE session with various yoga shapes!  

Willow Class 

Aaradhya - for identifying 2D shapes and using them to create shape monster. 

Irha, Maitrin and Oliver-  for their effort in writing a fact sheet on Florence Nightingale in English. 

Advika - for doing really well in her reading. 

Muhammad Eesa - for his effort in taking part in PE and trying to take part in  the Nativity songs. 

Ebony Class  

Rithvik for making a wonderful and creative shape monster for Maths. 

Charlotte for  trying her best in Maths and sorting out different shapes.  

Lily for writing brilliant facts independently about Florence Nightingale. 

Amani for  following instructions excellently during PE with the coach. 

Adam D  for  his brilliant phonics contribution this week learning the oa sound.  

Annaya for participating in PSHE and being involved in group discussion. 

 



  

 

Please make sure you have returned your Healthy Teeth Healthy Smiles  

forms to your class teacher.  

Please remember to consent, via ParentMail, to the Year 1 pantomime   
trip on Friday 2nd December. 

 

              Class Dojo 

Beech — 890 Maple – 902   Ebony -  897          

Willow– 874 

Photos from our week 



Year 2 Weekly News      Friday 18th November 2022 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week we wore our odd socks to celebrate anti bullying week. We also had a visit from 
Pudsey the bear and we wore our spotty clothes for Children in Need. In English we retold 

the story of ‘Room on the Broom’ by Julia Donaldson, and in maths we have been telling the 
time to ‘half and quarter past’ the hour. In science we have been investigating animal      
habitats and why animals live where they do. In ICT we have been taking photos and             

explaining what makes a good one.  

  

 

Merits 
Pine Class  

Zaynab—For retelling the story of Hanukkah and using beautiful illustrations.  

Rajveer and Adhithya—For excellent team work in PE when running relay races. 

Vernal—For always trying his best and being a kind friend! 

Sia and Vidhi - For working really hard during the maths test on Monday! 

Chestnut Class  

Meher– For her factual and interesting Great Fire of London timeline in Topic!  

Muhammad– For his listening skills in English and summarising the story of ‘Room on the Broom’ 
accurately.  

Sophia– For her detailed description of a Polar Bear’s habitat in Science.  

Reanne and Tobias– For their brilliant team work in P.E. 

Ananya– For her confident readings of the time on a clock face in maths. Well done! 

Sycamore Class  

Firoz—for being able to recall lots of reasons why a Polar Bear is suited to their habitat.  

Tanav—for asking lots of great questions about our book at the end of the day ‘Ravi’s Roar.’ 

Eva and Zara—for working hard and taking their time when creating a collage on a larger scale.  

Pranvik—for using a range of different ways to stop and control a ball in PE. 

Amelia—for settling in well to Sycamore. Welcome to Wellington!  

Aspen class 

Anaya working hard in maths this week.  

Karthikeya for a great comparison of fire fighters today and in 1066.  

Vian for his excellent explanation why polar bears live in the Arctic. 

Aydin for his excellent work this week across all subjects. 

Lakshanya for using phonics in her reading and writing. 



  

 

Class Dojo  

Aspen—425   Pine-410    Chestnut-400    Sycamore—420     

Photos from our week 



Year 3 Weekly News      Friday 18th November 2022 

What have we been up to this week? 

In Year 3 this week the children have moved onto a new class text in English. Our new class text has 

heavy cross curricular links to Geography and Science which has engaged the children’s interest. 

This week has been very eventful, starting with an anti-bulling live talk which gave children an in-depth 

insight to how to prevent bulling. 

The week ended celebrating Children in Need and raising money for an amazing charity.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Merits 
Turquoise Class 

Amelia C, Gokul and Darsh for working exceptionally hard in lessons to produce an     
amazing hot task. 

Abyan—for confident and fluent reading with Mr Short. 

Evelyn—For making a conscious effort to improve class work and behavior.  

Topaz Class 

Kunwar—For his fantastic hot task in English describing a setting. Well done!! 

Simaira—For designing an amazing pair of socks for anti-bullying week.  

Yuven—For his terrific map skills identifying locations of tectonic plates on an atlas. Well 
done!! 

Wassim— For his wonderful illustration of a volcano in art.  

Menaal—For using arrays to support her understanding of partitioning in maths.           
Fantastic!! 

Lapis Class 

Kian and Amelia for a brilliant pop art design this week in art - well done!  

Faatimah and Evelina for their brilliant rock cycle this week in Science.  

Aradhya and Shanvhy for their amazing setting description this week in English—well 
done!  

Sapphire Class 

Victoria for assisting her peers in maths. 

Kelly for her efforts to understand her learning when grouping and sharing in maths. 

Amaara for her interest and enthusiasm in science when discussing rocks. 

Yaqub & Husayn for their knowledge and understanding when grouping and sharing in 
maths. 

Ksawery for expanding his vocabulary when writing a setting description in English.  



  

 

This weeks homework is one sheet for English, up-levelling sentences and mathematics homework is online on 
MyMaths.  
 
Friday 25th November is Staff INSET, please do not bring your children in on this day.  
 
The children are now taking part in weekly recorder lessons! 

Class Dojos 

Lapis— 2458 

Topaz— 2609 

Turquoise— 2123 

Sapphire—2009 

Photos from our week 



Year 4 Weekly News              Friday 18th November 

What have we been up to this week? 
In English, we created our own comic strips, showing the events of Abdul Kazam’s magic show from our class text, Leon and the Place 

Between. We also explored different portals into magical worlds and created our own.  

In Maths this week, we continued exploring area of shapes by counting squares and drawing our own shapes. 

In Topic this week, we created our own Anglo-Saxon menu.   

In Science, we explored how to group living things using venn diagrams.  

  

 

Merits 

Amber Class 

Maya - or her growing confidence and hard working attitude in maths when exploring strategies to       
measure area. 

Saanvi and Klaudia—For their hard work in producing fantastic comic strips to sequence events of our class 
book using onomatopoeia. 

Otis—For excellent participation in anti-bullying week events and showing kindness by being a good friend 
to those around him. 

Swara, Brandon and Vicken—For their outstanding work in science to classify and sort living things with use 
of a venn diagram. 

Amethyst Class 

Smrithi for her detailed Anglo-Saxon menu in Topic. 

Neev for his great work in science when grouping animals in a variety of ways. 

Safa, Munria and Atiksh for their determination this week to complete all of their challenges in math. 

Arken and Kevin for their hard work when creating a comic strip using onomatopoeia in English. 

Saimon for his create ideas in art, when designing an Anglo-Saxon helmet. 

Obsidian Class 

Alishah and Sozyar—For working extremely hard in all subjects this week and trying their hardest to       
complete challenges. 

Jayleen and Abdulla - For creating a great meal plan for the Anglo-Saxons. 

Patric—For making fantastic progress in maths and challenging himself. 

Yasha and Ayla—For selecting and sorting out living things using a venn diagram independently. 

Moonstone Class  

Dillon and Sophie—In English for fabulous sequencing of events in a story in the form of a comic strip using 
onomatopoeia.  

Vinuga and Shahzad—Fabulous scientific thinking when classifying and sorting living things using a venn   
diagram.  

Ikram—Wonderful work in topic this week, comparing everyday Anglo-Saxon meals and feasting foods.  

Headteacher’s Award 

Amber—Maheen and Nissi 
Amethyst—Yuvan and Wayne  
Obsidian—Soraiyah and Shoubit  

Moonstone—Hadi and Yasmin 



  

 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

Obsidian— 3604 

Amber— 2807 

Amethyst— 3183 

Moonstone— 3172 



Year 5 Weekly News      Friday 18th November 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week in Year 5 we have started our new fractions topic in Maths– identifying and    
finding equivalent fractions. The children used images and manipulatives to support their 
learning as well as continuing on with their ‘dabbing’ reasoning questions. In English this 

week we explored features of a news article and the children wrote their own article based 
on the events from ‘The Highwayman’. In Art the children explored a new artist that         

explores abstract patterns in a range of materials. The children also took part in an exciting 
live PSHCE  lesson partnered up with BBC. 

  

 

Merits 
 
Emerald Class 
Kashaf-  Demonstrated excellent knowledge of Vikings artifacts answering a 
range of enquiry questions. 
Analeah and  Sahasrara– For demonstrating terrific knowledge of equivalent 
fractions.  
Tyler– For creating a character description of Bess from ‘The Highwayman’. 
Yamini– For writing using a range of time conjunctions. 
 
Jade Class 
Dulnitha and Zunaira for their effort in maths to recognise equivalent fractions. 
Haripriya, Laysha and Tyreek for creating an excellent story board describing the 
key events of the  
Highwayman. 
Sudher and Vierra for creating a beautiful poster on the solar system. 
 
Pearl Class 
Ola for successfully finding fractions equivalent to unit fractions and non-unit 
fractions. 
Imaan for his concentration in completing his independent activities in lessons. 
Ameya & Merryn for their fantastic fronted adverbials written in their story-
boards for the Highwayman book. 
Tanay for working efficiently and challenging himself in maths. 
 

 

 



  

 

Class Dojos 

DIAMOND: 2592   EMERALD:2309      JADE: 2754    PEARL: 3040 

Photos from our week 



Year 6 Weekly News      Friday 18th November 

What have we been up to this week? 
In English, we compared the relationship of the two siblings in the new story (Gretel and Bruno) with the         
relationship of the two siblings (Via and August) from their last class reader ‘Wonder’, using a Comparing and 
Contrasting frame. 
Both classes went to visit Chertsey museum - to complete a WW2 workshop. The children ‘made gas masks’ and 

acted out an Air Raid. They used the expertise of the facilitators and the exhibits to learn even more about WW2. 

In science, building on last week, the children researched the circulatory system of the human body. They looked 

at the full system and how it works with the heart and lungs. They found it quite hard - especially all the new 

vocabulary. 

In RE we considered the Jewish Shema prayer and its importance to the Jewish religion. They made a Mezuzah - 

and learned how these are put on the doors in a Jewish house. They contain the Shema prayer.  

The PHSCE lesson this week was linked to Anti Bullying Week. Anti-Bullying Week 2022 is coordinated in England 

and Wales by the Anti-Bullying Alliance. It will take place from 14 to 18 November 2022 and has the theme Reach 

Out. They created individual ‘Support Balloons’ representing the people in our lives who help us to grow and lift 

us up.  

  

 

Merits 
Ruby Class 

Subhan and Alina: for their super acting in the role-play during the Chertsey Museum trip - studying WWII. 

Manat: For her consistent effort to improve her maths attainment - becoming more accurate with her     
answers. 

 

Opal Class 

Braylen and Antoni: for their super acting in the role-play during the Chertsey Museum trip - studying WWII. 

Tanisha: For her constant effort with her Reading tasks - answering fully - backing up her answers and   
thinking about her presentation. 

 

Headteacher’s Award 

 

Ruby Class 

Becky:  For her efforts to improve her Maths and learn her Times Tables. 

Aaron: For his consistent effort in Maths.  

 

Opal Class 

Maaz: For achieving full marks, 7 weeks in a row, in the weekly spelling test.  

Stella:  For her consistent effort in Maths.  



  

 

HOMEWORK this week is on Doodle Maths and English. Don’t forget, there is also the weekly spelling list. 
Homework was allocated to the children yesterday (Thursday 17th) and will need to be completed by Monday 
21st. The spellings for the next test will be given today and the test will be on Thursday 24th November, as Friday 
25th November is an INSET DAY. 

YEAR 6 need NEWSPAPERS. Please can you bring in old newspapers as we need them for our next DT 
project. 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

OPAL 2001                RUBY 2080 


